
A complete look perfect for the
month including 3 eyeshadows, blush

with perfect palette & applicators. 
Peach is the Color of 2024.

Just Peachy GlamJust Peachy Glam
50%50% ($200 purchase = 4 1/2 price specials)Special  

Deals
Special  
Deals

April’s

offoff

pink
tractor
designs

*While Supplies Last*

Ferulic + Niacinamide
Brightener

Ferulic + Niacinamide
Brightener

Diminish dark spots,
and say hello to
brighter skin with

this dermocosmetic
booster.

$52 $26

$40 $20

Say goodbye
to dry skin

and hello to
a fresh, clean
way to start

the day.
Includes 2 in
1 Body Wash
& Shave and

Hydrating
Lotion.

Hello Clean!Hello Clean!

TimeWise Eye CreamTimeWise Eye Cream
Skin looks firmer

as this quick-
absorbing cream

brightens the
eye area & keeps

it moisturized
for 12 hours.

Eye Blending BrushEye Blending Brush

Create beautiful eye shadow looks
with this brush. Blend shades with

intricate precision, thanks to its
tapered shape. Bring smoky looks to

life, and make shade transitions
smoother than ever.

Shiny Penny Cinnabar
CrystallineCrystalline

Juicy Peach

Bella Belara Bella Belara 

Nighttime RecoveryNighttime Recovery

Mineral Facial
Sunscreen

Mineral Facial
Sunscreen

Always Apricot Gel Semi-Matte Lipstick

Coral Confetti Supreme Hydrating Lipstick

Sunset Peach Gel Semi-Shine Lipstick

Peachy LipstickPeachy Lipstick

 Guard against
UVA and UVB
rays with this
100% mineral

sunscreen
powered by 
zinc oxide.

With an additional
antioxidant boost from
chamomile extract, this

effective nighttime ingredient
is known to help bring a

soothing calm to skin while
you sleep.

$42 $21

$55 $27.50

Volu-Firm
Foaming Cleanser

Volu-Firm
Foaming Cleanser

Moisture-rich foam
thoroughly cleanses

and renews skin
texture, leaving

pores looking less
noticeable.

$34 $17

Naturally
Exfoliating Powder

Naturally
Exfoliating Powder

Enjoy skin that feels smoother and
softer. Gently exfoliates skin and
leaves it looking healthy without

feeling overscrubbed.

$41 $20.50

$15 $7.50

$44 $22

$30 $15

$22 $11

$71 $35.50

Update your
look with a
fresh wash
of a peachy

lipstick  
color for
Spring.

Choice of 1:

More than a fragrance,
Bella Belara® Eau de

Parfum is an exuberant
floral fruity scent that

evokes a beautiful
feeling.


